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 B.Tech. II/IV  YEAR  DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL / MAY- 2014

(First Semester)
EC/EE/EI

Electronics Devices & Circuits
Time : 03 Hours Maximum Marks : 70

Answer Question No. 1 compulsorily.
 Answer ONE question from each unit.

Q1) a) Define Energy band.

b) Define Hall effect.

c) Define Drift and Diffusion.

d) What is Donor and Acceptor.

e) What is Fermi level.

f) Define rectifier.

g) Define efficiency.

h) Define operating point.

i) Define ripple factor.

j) Define Thermal runaway.

k) Explain need of biasing.

l) What is stability factor.

m) Define transconductance.

n) Write applications of Transistor.

UNIT - I

Q2) a) Explain about carrier concentrations in Extrinsic semiconductor.
b) Explain characteristics of Excess carriers in semiconductors.

OR

c) Explain about the general Expressions for conductivity.
d) Explain the operation of extrinsic semiconductor.
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UNIT - II

Q3) a) Draw and explain about Fullwave Bridge rectifier and Draw its output waveforms.
b) Draw and explain of photo diode and write its applications.

OR

c) Explain the operation of tunnel diode, with suitable diagrams.

d) Explain about transition capacitance and derive the expression for it.

UNIT - III

Q4) a) Derive the expression for stability factor in self -bias.

b) Draw and explain about photo Transistor.

OR

c) Explain the analysis of Transistor circuits at ‘DC’.

d) Draw and explain about CE configuration and draw its Input and output characteristics.

UNIT - IV

Q5) a) Explain the operation of depletion mode MOSFET.

b) Explain operation of enhancement MOSFET..

OR

c) Write short notes on:

i) N - channel JFET.

ii) N - channel MOSFET.

iii) Write fundamentals of MOSFET.
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 B.Tech. II/IV  YEAR  DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL / MAY- 2014

(First Semester)
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Electronic Devices
Time : 03 Hours Maximum Marks : 70

Answer Question No. 1 compulsory.
 Answer ONE question from each unit.

Q1) Answer the following:

a) Write any two advantages of FET over BJT.

b) Write any two applications of DIAC.

c) What is the relation between  μ, rd ,gm.

d) Define diffusion length.

e) The expression for the current in a forward biased diode is -----------.

f) Explain how transistor acts as an amplifier.

g) Define donor.

h) Explain about photo diode.

i) Compare Avalanche, Zener Breakdown Mechanisms.

j) What are the merits of  LEDs?

k) Define acceptor.

l) Discuss the law of mass action.

m) Write any two applications of varactor diode.

n) Draw the equivalent circuit of P-type JFET.

UNIT - I

Q2) a) Explain about Hall Effect. Derive the expression for Hall voltage. What are the applications
of Hall Effect?

b) With the help of necessary equations, explain the terms Drift Current and Diffusion current.

OR
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c) Describe the valance band, conduction band and forbidden energy gap with the help of
energy level diagram.

d) Explain about the Fermi level in a semiconductor having impurities.

UNIT - II

Q3) a) Derive the expression for Transistor Capacitance CT in the case of an abrupt p-n junction.
b) Draw the V-I characteristic of Tunnel diode. Explain the characteristic on the basic of

tunnel theory.
OR

c) Describe the principle of working of  LCD. What are the merits of LCDs?

d) Draw the forward and reverse characteristics of a p-n junction diode and explain them.

UNIT - III

Q4) a) Describe the V-I characteristics of a transistor in common Emitter configuration and explain.

b) What does thermal stability mean? Derive the condition for thermal stability.

OR

c) Compare the input and output characteristics of BJT in three configurations, critically.

d) Explain photo transistor with neat diagram and write its applications.

UNIT - IV

Q5) a) Explain the construction and working of SCR. Explain the terms  break down voltage,
holding current and forward current rating.

b) Explain the construction and working of enhancement type– MOSFET. Draw static
characteristics.

OR

c) Explain the construction and working of DIAC. Sketch its V-I characteristics.

d) Draw the structure and explain the static Drain and Gate characteristics of n-channel JFET.
Repeat the same for p-channel JFET.
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II/IV B. TECH. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS,  NOVEMBER- 2014

First Semester

EC/EE/EI
ELECTRONICS  DEVICES & CIRCUITS

Time : Three Hours            Max. Marks : 70

      Answer Question No. 1 compulsorily.           14x1=14

    Answer ONE question from each unit.           4x14=56

1. a) Define Hall-effect.

b) Define Change Neutrality.

c) Define thermal run away.

d) Define rectifier.

e) Define Self bias.

f) What is carrier Diffusion.

g) Define ripple factor.

h) What is Stability factor.

i) Define threshold voltage.

j) Define Transconductance.

k) Define operating point.

l) Write the applications of Transistor.

m) What is non-ideal effect.

n) Define drift and diffusion currents.

UNIT - I

2. a) Explain the operation of Extrinsic Semiconductor.

b) Explain about carrier concentrations in Extrensic Semiconductor.

(Or)

3. a) Write about the general expression for conductivity.

b) Derive the expression for continuity equation.

P.T.O.
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UNIT - II

4. a) Derive the current equation for PN Junction diode.

b) Explain the operation of Tunnel diode, and draw the characteristics of Tunnel diode.

(Or)

5. a) Draw and explain about Full wave Bridge rectifier with O/P wave forms.

b) Draw and explain about photo diode and write its applications.

UNIT - III

6. a) Derive the expression for stability factor in self-bias.

b) Explain the analysis of CE circuit using Simple h-parameters.

(Or)

7. a) Explain the modes of operation in bipolar Transistor.

b) Draw and explain about CB configuration and draw its O/P characteristics.

UNIT - IV

8. a) Draw and explain the operation of depletion mode MOSFET.

b) Explain the drain characteristics and Transfer characteristics of N-Channel MOSFET.

(Or)

9. Write a short notes on

(i)  Enhancement MOSFET.

(ii)  N-channel JFET.

(iii) Non-ideal Effects in FET.
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II/IV B. TECH. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS,  NOVEMBER- 2014

First Semester

EC/EE/EI
ELECTRONIC  DEVICES

Time : Three Hours            Max. Marks : 70

       Answer Question No. 1 compulsory.           14x1=14

    Answer ONE question from each unit.           4x14=56

1. Answer the following

a) Write any two advantages of FET over BJT.

b) List out the applications of photo diode.

c) Define Diffusion length.

d) Write any two advantages of SCR.

e) Draw the equivalent circuit of N-type JFET.

f) Write the differences between NPN and PNP transistors.

g) How transistor act as an amplifier.

h) Write the applications of PN junction diode.

i) Draw the equivalent circuit of UJT.

j) Define stabilization factor.

k) Write any two application of TRIAC.

l) Define carrier life time.

m) What is the relation between m, rd, gm.

n) What are the applications of LCDs ?

UNIT - I

2. a) Explain the classifications of material based an energy band diagram.

b) Derive the expression for continuity equation of semiconductor.

(OR)

3. a) Write a short note on

(i)  Donor (ii)  Acceptor (iii)  Diffusion length

P.T.O.
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b) The Hall Effect is used to determine the mobility of holes in a p-type Silicon bar.  Assume

the bar resistivity is 200,000W, the magnetic field Bz = 0.1 Wb/m2 and d = w = 3mm.

The measured values of the current and Hall voltage are 10 mA and 50 mv respectively.

Find m
p
 mobility of holes.

UNIT - II

4. a) Describe the principle of working of LED.  What are the merits of LEDs ?

b) The transition capacitance of an abrupt junction diode is 20 pF. at 5V. Compute the

value of decrease in capacitance for a 1.0 volt increase in the bias.

(OR)

5. a) Distinguish between Avalanche, Zener and Thermal Breakdown Mechanisms.

b) Draw the forward and reverse characteristics of a p-n junction diode and explain them

qualitatively.

UNIT - III

6. a) Describe the V-I characteristics of a transistor in Common Collector Configuration and

Explain.

b) What is stabilization technique ?  Expression for the stability factor S
b
.

(OR)

7. a) Derive the relation between a, b  and g.

b) Explain the terms : Thermal Runaway and Thermal Resistance.

UNIT - IV

8. a) Explain the construction and working of enhancement type - MOSFET.  Draw static

characteristics.

b) Explain the construction and working of TRIAC.  Sketch its V-I characteristic.

(OR)

9. a) What is the significance of negative resistance region ?  Explain how UJT exhibits this

characteristic ?

b) Explain the construction and working of SCR.  Explain the terms break down voltage,

holding current and forward current rating.


